FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: John B. Bloom, Chairman Constitution Party of Virginia, CPofvirginia@gmail.com, (757)806-8694

March 26th, 2020

SUBJECT: CHAIRMAN OF THE CONSTITUTION PARTY OF VIRGINIA OFFERS A CONSTITUTIONAL PLAN FOR HELPING THOSE IN NEED DUE TO THE CORONAVIRUS THAT WILL NOT MORTGAGE FUTURE GENERATIONS OF AMERICANS

Chairman of the Constitution Party of Virginia, John Bloom, offers a simple plan to help all Americans get through this Coronavirus Crisis without MORGAGING Future Generations of Americans. It is based on a simple FACT, a Jeffersonian Principle and the resources most Americans have that the Federal Government can allow them access to their own money.

The first simple FACT that former Libertarian Nominee for President RON PAUL, who was loyal to the Constitution NOT the Republican Party, unlike his son Sen. Rand Paul, is that the United States of America is BROKE and has no money. This over TWO TRILLION DOLLAR legislation to provide “relief” for Americans through the Coronavirus Crisis, will increase the National Debt by over $2 Trillion, that FUTURE GENERATIONS of Americans will be on the hook to pay for and risk the future of the United States.

“The Government that governs LEAST, GOVERNS BEST” is the Jeffersonian Principle this plan is based on, while the $2.2 Trillion Coronavirus Stimulus is based on the exact opposite, the government that governs the MOST, governs WORST.

Most Americans have a 401K or Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA), like Mr. Bloom, who has a quarter of a million dollars in IRA accounts, it used to be over a third of a million dollars until the Trump, Coronavirus, came to America. Instead of going into more debt, allow Americans to withdraw up to $1,500 a month (or average monthly mortgage payment in a state, the largest expenditure in most households) tax free without any penalties. Not all Americans may need to do this; others may need to do so. After we get through the Coronavirus Crisis, we allow those that withdrew money from their IRA or 401K to repay that money back over 5 years.

Appeal first to local Churches to provide assistance to those that do not have an IRA or 401K to withdraw funds from, and then State Government which may have a “rainy day fund” and lastly the Federal Government offer no interest or low interest LOANS to those individuals and families in need.

State Governments and then the Federal Government offer businesses in need no interest or LOW interest Loans that can be paid off in a time frame based on the amount loaned and the size of the company, to not be a major burden on the company.

Mr. Bloom, used to say whenever the Republicans and Democrats agree on anything, “hold onto your wallet”, now, one has to hold onto their children and grandchildren. There really is ONLY ONE Political Party, “The Big Government Socialist Party” with two divisions, “The Republican Division” and “The Democrat Division”. Hearing them debate this Coronavirus Bill it was obvious, the only difference between these two Socialist Parties, is that DIFFERENT GROUPS of people BENEFIT, while the Future of the United States of America hangs in the balance. I hope the media will spread this plan far and wide, before it is too late.
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